Abstract-In this paper, we present a hierarchical approach to time-optimal control using approximately bisimilar abstractions. Given a time-optimal controller for an abstraction, we present a specific procedure that allows us to compute a suboptimal controller for the original system. While the usual controller refinement procedure produces dynamic controllers that may have limitations in terms of implementation cost and robustness, the static controllers we synthesize do not suffer from these issues. Moreover, we provide guarantees by bounding below and above the performances of the synthesized controller between performances of two time-optimal controllers for problems that can be made arbitrarily close by choosing sufficiently precise abstractions. Finally, we show the effectiveness of our approach by solving time-optimal control problems for switched systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of discrete abstractions has become a classical approach to hybrid systems design (see e.g. [16] , [9] , [14] ). This approach enables to synthesize controllers using techniques developped in the areas of supervisory control of discrete-event systems or algorithmic game theory. While a lot of this work addressed problems with safety, reachability or some other temporal logic specifications, the use of discrete abstractions for solving optimal control problems [3] , [8] has been less considered.
Abstraction, using traditional systems behavioral relationships, relies on inclusion or equality of observed behaviors. One of the most common notion is that of bisimulation equivalence [11] . However, for systems observed over metric spaces, requiring strict equality of observed behaviors is often too strong. Indeed, the class of continuous or hybrid systems admitting bisimilar discrete abstractions is quite restricted [15] . In [6] , we introduced a notion of approximate bisimulation which only asks for closeness of observed behaviors. This relaxation made it possible to extend the class of systems for which discrete abstractions can be computed [4] , [12] , [7] , [13] .
This paper deals with the use of approximately bisimilar abstractions for solving optimal control problems. Similar approaches were presented in [17] , [10] . In [17] , the authors use approximately bisimilar abstractions to design a suboptimal controller for a fixed bounded horizon optimal control problem. In this paper, we consider time-optimal control, thus the time horizon is variable. Our work is more closely related to [10] where time-optimal control is considered as A. Girard is with the Laboratoire Jean Kuntzmann, Université de Grenoble, B.P. 53, 38041 Grenoble Cedex 9, France.
Antoine.Girard@imag.fr well. In both cases, an optimal controller is first synthesized for the discrete abstraction. The main difference between our approach and [10] lies in the procedures for computing a controller for the original system. The usual controller refinement procedure used in [10] is not specific to the timeoptimal control problem: the controllers that are obtained are then dynamic state-feedback controllers (i.e. with an internal state). Their implementation requires to encode the dynamics of the abstraction which may result in a high implementation cost. Also, if the abstraction is deterministic, then it can be shown [5] that there is essentially no more feedback in the control law which may be undesirable in terms of robustness. In this paper, we develop a controller refinement procedure that is specific to the time-optimal control problem: the controllers we obtain are then static state-feedback controllers which do not suffer from the previous issues. Similar ideas were used in [5] for the synthesis of (non-optimal) controllers with safety specifications.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the modeling framework of transition systems and recall some classical results on time-optimal control. In Section 3, we present the main contributions of this paper. We propose a hierarchical approach to the synthesis of suboptimal controllers based on the use of approximately bisimilar abstractions. We provide guarantees of performance by estimating the distance between the performances of the synthesized controller and the time-optimal controller. Finally, in Section 4, we show an application of our methodology to a switched system: the boost DC-DC converter.
II. TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL

A. Systems and Controllers
We start by introducing the class of transition systems which serves as a common abstract modeling framework for discrete, continuous or hybrid systems (see e.g. [6] , [15] ). Definition 2.1: A transition system is a tuple
consisting of: a set of states Q; a set of actions L; a transition relation -⊆ Q × L × Q; an output set O; an output function H : Q → O. T is said to be symbolic if Q and L are finite sets, discrete if Q and L are countable sets, metric if the output set O is equipped with a metric d.
The transition (q, l, q ′ ) ∈ -will be denoted q l -q ′ , or alternatively q ′ ∈ Succ(q, l); this means that the system can evolve from state q to state q ′ under the action l. An action l ∈ L belongs to the set of enabled 49th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control December 15-17, 2010 Hilton Atlanta Hotel, Atlanta, GA, USA actions at state q, denoted Enab(q), if Succ(q, l) = ∅. The transition system is said to be non-deterministic if there exists q ∈ Q and l ∈ Enab(q) such that Succ(q, l) has several elements. We shall consider non-blocking transition systems: for all q ∈ Q, Enab(q) = ∅. A trajectory of the transition system is a finite sequence of transitions We can now define the notion of controller. In this paper, we shall consider static state-feedback controllers. However, we will just use the term controller for brevity. Definition 2.2: A controller for transition system T is a map S : Q → L. It is well-defined if for all q ∈ Q, S(q) ∈ Enab(q). The dynamics of the controlled system is described by the transition system T S = (Q, L, S ⊲ , O, H) where the transition relation is given by
Let us remark that since S(q) ∈ Enab(q), it follows that the transition relation S ⊲ is well defined and the system T S is non-blocking. Note that T S can be non-deterministic if T is non-deterministic: there may be q ∈ Q, such that Succ(q, S(q)) has several elements.
B. Problem Formulation and Algorithmic Solution
The time-optimal control problem consists in steering, in minimal time, the state of the system to a desired target while keeping the system safe along the way. Since T S can be nondeterministic, we consider worst-case optimization: we want to minimize the maximal time to reach the target over all possible trajectories of the controlled system. Definition 2.3: Let T be a transition system and S a controller. Let O s ⊆ O be a set of outputs associated with safe states, let O t ⊆ O s be a set of outputs associated with target states. The entry time of T S from q 0 ∈ Q for specification (O s , O t ) is the smallest N ∈ N such that for all trajectories of T S , of length N and starting from q 0 ,
• For all k ∈ {0, . . . , K}, H(q k ) ∈ O s , and
Remark 2.4:
It is easy to verify that the entry time satisfies the following relations:
We can now define the notion of time-optimal controller: Definition 2.5: We say that a controller S * for T is timeoptimal for specification (O s , O t ) if for all controllers S the following holds:
We define the value function of the time-optimal control problem as
Solving the time-optimal control problem consists in synthesizing a time-optimal controller. It is well known that a time-optimal controller exists and can be computed using dynamic programming. The following results are quite standard (see e.g. [2] , [15] ) and are therefore stated without proofs.
Let us define the set-valued operator Pred :
Intuitively, Pred(F ) consists of the states q for which there exists an action l ∈ Enab(q) such that all the corresponding transitions end in F .
The following algorithm determines the value function of the time-optimal control problem by computing iteratively a growing sequence of subsets
Essentially, the states in F k are those from which the system can reach the target set in at most k transitions while remaining in the safe set. F 0 is thus the target set H −1 (O t ). F k+1 consists of states q that are either in F k or that are in the safe set H −1 (O s ) and from which there exists an action l ∈ Enab(q) such that all the associated transitions end in
States that are not in any of the sets
is given for all q ∈ Q by:
Algorithm 2.6 is guaranteed to terminate in a finite number of steps if H −1 (O s ) is a finite set. Indeed, in that case, the number of states in F k is a natural number that is bounded by the number of states in H −1 (O s ) and that is strictly increasing until termination. On the contrary, for transition systems with an infinite number of states in H −1 (O s ), there is no guarantee that the algorithm will terminate. For such transition systems, we shall present, in the following section, an approach, using an approximately equivalent symbolic abstraction, for computing a time-suboptimal controller with guarantees of performances.
III. SYNTHESIS OF SUBOPTIMAL CONTROLLERS
In this section, we present the main contributions of this paper. After introducing the notion of approximate bisimulation, we develop a hierarchical approach for computing suboptimal controllers for the time-optimal problem. Secondly, we provide guarantees of performance by estimating the distance between the performances of the synthesized controller and of the time-optimal controller.
A. Approximate Bisimulation
The notion of approximate bisimulation introduced in [6] is a natural extension for metric transition systems of the traditional bisimulation equivalence [11] , [15] . Instead of requiring strict equality of observed behaviors we only ask for closeness where closeness is measured with respect to the metric on the output set:
Definition 3.1:
, be metric transition systems with the same sets of actions L and outputs O equipped with the metric d. Let ε ≥ 0 be a given precision. A relation R ⊆ Q 1 × Q 2 is said to be an ε-approximate bisimulation relation between T 1 and T 2 if, for all (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ R:
The transition systems T 1 and T 2 are said to be approximately bisimilar with precision ε, denoted T 1 ∼ ε T 2 , if:
Recently, the problem of computing approximately bisimilar symbolic abstractions has been considered for several classes of dynamical systems, including nonlinear control systems with or without disturbances (see [13] and [12] , respectively) and switched systems [7] .
B. Hierarchical Controller Synthesis
, be metric transition systems such that T 1 ∼ ε T 2 . Let T 1 be the system that we want to control and T 2 be an abstraction (typically discrete) of T 1 . The first step of our hierarchical synthesis approach consists in computing a time-optimal controller for T 2 for a modified specification where the safe and target sets are given by contractions of O s and O t :
′ is the subset of O defined as follows
Thus, we start by synthesizing a time-optimal controller for the abstraction T 2 for the specification (C ε (O s ), C ε (O t )). This controller is denoted S * 2,ε . We shall not discuss further the synthesis of this controller which can be done, if
) is a finite set, using Algorithm 2.6. Then, a controller for system T 1 can be synthesized from the controller S * 2,ε using the following proposition: Proposition 3.3: Let T 1 ∼ ε T 2 , R ⊆ Q 1 × Q 2 denote the ε-approximate bisimulation relation between T 1 and T 2 . Let S * 2,ε be a time-optimal controller for T 2 for the specification (C ε (O s ), C ε (O t )). Let us define the controller for T 1
where q 2 ∈ R(q 1 ) stands for (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ R. Then, for all q 1 ∈ Q 1 , the entry time of T 1,S1 from q 1 for specification (O s , O t ) satisfies:
Proof: Let us denotẽ
We now proceed by induction, let us assume that there exists k ∈ N such that for all q 1 ∈ Q 1 such that J(T 1,S1 , O s , O t , q 1 ) ≤ k, (3) holds. Then, let q 1 ∈ Q 1 such thatJ(T 1,S1 , O s , O t , q 1 ) = k + 1, then let q 2 ∈ Q 2 be given by
By (4), we have J
2 ) and by (1), we have
Then, by the induction hypothesis we get that
Since this holds for all q ′ 1 ∈ Succ 1 (q 1 , l), we have by (1) that J(T 1,S1 , O s , O t , q 1 ) ≤ k + 1. Consequently, (3) holds. Thus, we have proved by induction that for all q 1 ∈ Q 1 such thatJ(T 1,S1 , O s , O t , q 1 ) ∈ N, (3) holds. Let us remark that ifJ(T 1,S1 , O s , O t , q 1 ) = +∞, then (3) clearly holds as well and this completes the proof.
Equation (2) gives a procedure to synthesize a controller S 1 for system T 1 from a time-optimal controller S * 2,ε for abstraction T 2 . By Definition 2.5, we have that for all
is suboptimal). Guarantees of performances ofS 1 are given by (3) . In the following section, we provide a deeper analysis of the performances of the controllerS 1 .
Remark 3.4:
A different controller for system T 1 could have been synthesized from S * 2,ε using the natural controller refinement procedure for approximately bisimilar systems (see e.g. [15] , [5] ). This is essentially the approach used in [10] . However, as pointed out in [5] , this controller has several drawbacks. Firstly, it is a dynamic state-feedback controller (i.e. the controller has a memory) when it is known that for time-optimal control [2] , it is sufficient to consider static state-feedback controller. Secondly, the implementation of this controller requires the encoding of the dynamics of the abstraction which results in a higher implementation cost. Thirdly, if abstraction T 2 is deterministic, then there is essentially no more feedback: at each step the controller selects the control action and its internal state independently from the state of the system T 1 . This may cause some robustness issues in case of unmodeled disturbances or fault occurences. The controller for T 1 given by (2) does not suffer from the previous issues.
C. Distance to Optimality
We now provide an analysis of the performances of the controller given by (2) . Theorem 3.5: LetS 1 be the controller for T 1 given by (2). Then, for all q 1 ∈ Q 1 , the entry time of T 1,S1 from q 1 for1 is smaller than the value function of a time-optimal control problem with a slightly stronger specification given by (C 2ε (O s ), C 2ε (O t )).
IV. AN APPLICATION TO SWITCHED SYSTEMS
In this section, we use our approach to synthesize controllers for a class of switched systems.
A. Discrete Abstractions of Switched Systems
We review briefly some results of [7] on the computation of approximately bisimilar discrete abstractions of switched systems. Definition 4.1: A switched system is a quadruple Σ = (R n , P, P, F ), where: R n is the state space; P = {1, . . . , m} is the finite set of modes; P is the set of piecewise constant functions from R + to P , continuous from the right and with a finite number of discontinuities on every bounded interval of R + ; F = {f 1 , . . . , f m } is a collection of vector fields indexed by P .
A switching signal of Σ is a function p ∈ P, the discontinuities of p are called switching times. A piecewise C 1 function x : R + → R n is said to be a trajectory of Σ if it is continuous and there exists a switching signal p ∈ P such that, at each t ∈ R + where the function p is continuous, x is continuously differentiable and satisfies:
We will denote x(t, x, p) the point reached at time t ∈ R + from the initial condition x under the switching signal p. We will denote x(t, x, p) the point reached by Σ at time t ∈ R + from the initial condition x under the constant switching signal p(t) = p, for all t ∈ R + . Definition 4.2: A smooth function V : R n × R n → R + is a common δ-GUAS Lyapunov function for Σ if there exist K ∞ functions 2 α, α and κ > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ R n :
The existence of a common δ-GUAS Lyapunov function is a sufficient condition for incremental global uniform asymptotical stability (δ-GUAS) of Σ [7] . Intuitively, incremental stability of a switched system means that all the trajectories associated with the same switching signal converge to the same reference trajectory independently of their initial condition. In the following, we present a result which states that under the assumption that a common δ-GUAS Lyapunov function exists, it is possible to compute approximately bisimilar discrete abstractions of switched systems. As in [7] , we make the supplementary assumption on the δ-GUAS Lyapunov function that there exists a K ∞ function γ such that
Given a switched system Σ = (R n , P, P, F ) and a parameter τ > 0, we define a transition system T τ (Σ) that describes trajectories of duration τ of Σ. This can be seen as a time sampling process: we suppose that switching instants can only occur at times of the form iτ with i ∈ N. This is natural when the switching in Σ is controlled by a microprocessor with clock period τ . Formally,
where the set of states is Q 1 = R n ;
the set of actions is L = P ; the transition relation is given by x is O = R n ; the observation map H 1 is the identity map over R n . The set of outputs O = R n is equipped with the metric
where . is the usual Euclidean norm. The computation of a discrete abstraction of T τ (Σ) can be done by the following approach. We start by approximating the set of states Q 1 = R n by the lattice:
where q i is the i-th coordinate of q and η > 0 is a state space discretization parameter. By simple geometrical considerations, we can check that for all x ∈ R n , there exists q ∈ [R n ] η such that x − q ≤ η. For a better numerical conditioning, we rescaled the second variable of the system (i.e. the state of the system becomes x(t) = [i l (t) 5v c (t)]
T ; the matrices A 1 , A 2 and vector b are modified accordingly). It can be shown that the switched systems has a common δ-GUAS Lyapunov function of the form V (x, y) = (x − y) T M (x − y), with M = [ 1.0224 0.0084 0.0084 1.0031 ] . This δ-GUAS Lyapunov function has the following characteristics: α(s) = s, α(s) = 1.0127s, κ = 0.014. Let us remark that (7) holds as well with γ(s) = 1.0127s. We set the sampling period to τ = 0.5. Then, a symbolic model can be computed for the boost DC-DC converter using the procedure described in the previous section. According to Theorem 4.3, a desired precision ε can be achieved by choosing a state space discretization parameter η satisfying η ≤ ε/145. Let us remark that the discrete transition system T τ,η (Σ) has only a finite number of states inside H −1 2 (C ε (O s )) (actually 94249). Therefore, it is easy to see that Algorithm 2.6 for the synthesis of the time-optimal controller for T τ,η (Σ) and specification (C ε (O s ), C ε (O t )) is guaranteed to terminate in a finite number of steps. Then, using Proposition 3.3, we can synthesize a suboptimal controller for T τ (Σ) and specification (O s , O t ). The time-optimal controller for T τ,η (Σ) and the suboptimal controller for T τ (Σ) are shown in Figure 2 .
We can notice two interesting points. Firstly, while the time-optimal controller for T τ,η (Σ) has some isolated regions where mode 2 must be used, it is not the case for the proposed controller for T τ (Σ). It seems that our controller refinement procedure tends to regularize the control law. Secondly, while the value function for T τ,η (Σ) ranges from 0 to 237, the entry time T τ (Σ) with the proposed controller only ranges from 0 to 94. Thus, it seems that our approach allows us to synthesize controllers for T τ (Σ) the have much better performances than the time-optimal controller for T τ,η (Σ). In Figure 2 , we have represented trajectories of the boost DC-DC converter where the switching is controlled using the synthesized controller. We can check that the trajectories reach the target O t and remain in the specified safe set O s . Fig . 2 . Left: Time-optimal controller for discrete abstraction Tτ,η(Σ) and specification (Cε(Os), Cε(Ot)); Right: synthesized suboptimal controller for system Tτ (Σ) and specification (Os, Ot) using the time-optimal controller for Tτ,η(Σ) and Proposition 3.3 (dark gray: mode 1, light gray: mode 2).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a methodology, based on the use of approximately bisimilar discrete abstractions, for computing time-suboptimal controllers. We provided guarantees of performances of the resulting controllers. We showed the effectiveness of our approach on an example. Future work will deal with the development of similar approaches to handle different optimal control problems.
